A History of the

50p Coin

From 1969 to Now

1969

14th October

The new 50p coin is released to replace the 10
shilling note. It’s the third decimal coin to be
introduced, although the UK wouldn’t go fully
decimal until 15th February 1971. It was the
only Heptagonal (7-sided) coin in the world.
The obverse featured the Queen’s portrait by
Arnold Machin and the reverse a ‘Britannia’
design by Christopher Ironside.

1969

The release of the new 50p coin was not
accepted by all, with one retired army
Colonel going as far as to establish the
‘Anti-Heptagonist’ movement, declaring
“…our Queen is insulted by this
heptagonal monstrosity. It is an insult to
our sovereign, whose image it bears.”

1973

EEC 50p Coin is released. The first
commemorative circulation coin since
decimalisation. Released to celebrate the
UK’s accession to the European Economic
Committee.

1982

A revised ‘Britannia’ design is introduced, also
designed by Christopher Ironside.

1985

The obverse of 50p coins now feature the new
Queen’s portrait by sculptor Raphael Maklouf.

1992/1993

The UK EC Presidency 50p coin is released with
a mintage of just 109,000, around half that of
the Kew Gardens 50p coin. The coin celebrated
the UK’s Presidency of the European Council
of Ministers and the completion of the single
market.

1994

A new 50p coin is released to commemorate
the 50th Anniversary of the D-Day landings
The Government announce a review into UK
coinage- Including the size and weight of the
existing 50p coin.

1997

The smaller 50p coin is released into
circulation and the older, larger 50p coins are
withdrawn.

1998

50p coins now feature the updated Queen’s
portrait by Ian Rank-Broadley FRBS.
UK Entry to EEC, the first ‘new sized’
commemorative 50p coin is released. Issued to
commemorate 25 years of the UK in the EEC.

2008

After a Royal Mint competition, a new
definitive design for UK circulation coins is
announced. The designs for the 1p, 2p, 5p,
10p, 20p and 50p coins depict sections of the
Royal Shield that form the whole shield when
placed together. The 50p coin depicts the
lowest point of the Royal Shield.

2009

The legendary Kew Gardens 50p coin is released
with a mintage of just 210,000, making it the
most-scarce coin in UK circulation.

2011

29 new 50p coin designs are released to
celebrate the London 2012 Olympic Games.
These created a collecting storm among
collectors and for many, it marked the start of
their interest in coin collecting.

2013

The Ironside 50p is released to celebrate 100
years since the birth of designer Christopher
Ironside, synonymous with the 50p coin.

2015

A new Queen’s portrait is introduced, designed
by Jody Clark. Uniquely, Clark’s portrait of The
Queen was created using computer-aided
design software to turn his initial sketches into
the required low-relief model, with no manual
sculpting being used at all.

2016

A series of Beatrix Potter themed 50p coins is
announced, celebrating the 150th anniversary
of the author’s birth. It’s been suggested, such
is their popularity, that these coins changed
the face of coin collecting forever.

2017

Unsurprisingly, after the success of the 2016
series, The Royal Mint decided to release a
second series of Beatrix Potter themed coins.

